
Slammiversary 2015 Preview
It’s another TNA pay per view and now, instead of being better
than WWE’s offerings, the question is can they be better than
One Night Only. It’s almost impossible to not beat Bound For
Glory  from  last  year,  and  at  least  there’s  something
borderline  important  on  this  show.  Let’s  get  to  it.

So  this could be interesting as I’m not entirely sure what’s
on the card in the first place.

We’ll start with the six man ladder match for the X-Division
Title with new champion Tigre Uno defending against Rockstar
Spud, Kenny King, Crazzy Steve, Manik and Mandrews. This is
another example of the title meaning nothing as there are no
feuds to be seen and it’s just throwing everyone out there for
the sake of a big multi-man spot fest. It’s also telling that
less than a week after the title changed hands, it’s already
time for a fresh batch of opponents, despite Uno having no
real connection to any of them. Tigre retains as he just got
the belt earlier in the week.

I’ll take Davey over Aries to pick the stipulation for the
final title match, because for some reason TNA thinks faces
should  pick  stipulations  in  matches  instead  of  heels,  as
common sense would suggest.

Matt Morgan will likely beat Bram via DQ or just cleanly
because Bram is one of the biggest wastes in all of the
company. This whole challenging anyone on the roster is really
just a thing that he’s doing with no real upside. What good
does it do him or anyone for that matter to have a bunch of
one off matches? At least Morgan was successful in TNA. Kind
of. In tag teams. Some of the time.

Ethan  Carter  III/Tyrus  should  beat  Lashley  and  Anderson
because there is zero logical reason for Anderson and Lashley
to win given Carter’s upcoming title shot. Actually there’s no
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real reason for them to be teaming together other than they’re
a pair of losers at the moment, but then again this is just
another meaningless match.

Brooke and Kong over the Dollhouse in what should be another
obvious ending. These are starting to worry me though as TNA
is going to have to screw up something obvious sooner or
later.

Jesse Godderz will beat Robbie E. because, again, there’s no
logical reason for Robbie to go over. Godderz is getting a
nice push as the new self obsessed heel, and having him lose
to Robbie would be about the dumbest thing they could do here.
Godderz won’t go very far with this character (his finisher is
a Boston crab) but what they’re doing so far is working well.

Jeff Jarrett wins the King of the Mountain title. Yeah it’s
now a title and the other participants are Matt Hardy, Eric
Young, Drew Galloway and Bobby Roode. I love that they’re
setting up a midcard title again, but their track record with
these things kind of sucks. Well there’s no kind of to it
actually.  Maybe  this  will  be  different,  assuming  Jarrett
actually sticks around.

Finally,  James  Storm  over  Magnus  as  this  is  probably
continuing.

Overall, Slammiversary doesn’t look that bad. The card is WAY
better than Bound For Glory looked last year as A, stuff
actually matters here and B, I’ve heard of everyone on the
card. I don’t think the show is going to mean anything other
than being a long episode of Impact, but at least it could be
entertaining. The build for this has barely existed because
TNA can’t do something as simple as schedule things properly,
but that’s the least of their problems right now. This show
could be good, but it’s the most cautious optimism possible.

 



 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume III at Amazon for
just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00XOUNBEA

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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